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Dear Condo Smarts:  When we purchased into 
our condo in 2009, we performed all the diligence 
necessary in reviewing the bylaws of the strata, 
rules, the minutes and requesting a Form B 
information certificate.  We thought we were fully 
covered in understanding our future 
responsibilities, but evidently not.  Our strata 
recently had our depreciation report done,  and 
we noticed in the report that there are 7 strata 
lots identified, including ours, that have 
obligations to maintain, repair, and pay for the 
skylights in our strata lot. We never agreed to 
this, and we had no notice of such an obligation. 
So how did the depreciation planner and the 
strata council determine that our strata lots are 
the only ones responsible for the skylights? There 
are 8 other units in our strata that also have 
skylights, but they are not on the list? 

Jackie F. Coquitlam.  
 

Dear Jackie:  You have identified an important 
part of the depreciation planning process: how 
the obligations are determined in creating the 
inventory for the strata corporation and owners.   
Sub section 2 c) of 6.2 of the Regulations 
requires that the depreciation planner “identify 
common property and limited common property 
that the strata lot owner, and not the strata 
corporation, is responsible to maintain and 
repair”.  Under Section 72 of the Strata Property 
Act, “the strata corporation may, by bylaw, make 
an owner responsible for the repair and 
maintenance of limited common property that the 
owner has a right to use”, and under Standard 
Bylaw 6, “may require as a condition of its 
approval, that the owner agree in writing to take 
responsibility for any expenses related to an 
authorized alteration to common property”.    
Depending on each strata plan, and any 
registered Limited Common Property (LCP)  

 
amendments, owners may either be responsible 
for maintenance and repair of the LCP or costs 
associated with common property alterations.  
Skylights are a perfect example of common 
property alterations. If an owner requested 
permission to alter the roof and install a skylight, 
the strata corporation could consider this 
application, and could require in writing that the 
strata lot owner would be responsible for any 
costs relating to the maintenance, repair and 
installation of the skylight, both now and in the 
future. To be able to enforce the obligation of 
costs relating to the maintenance and repair of 
the skylights, the strata corporation would have 
required a written agreement with the owner of 
the strata lot for the permitted alteration. That 
agreement forms part of the records of the strata 
corporation, and when Jackie purchased her unit 
and requested a Form B Information Certificate, 
the strata corporation was required to include 
that agreement as part of the form. This is how 
the obligation to be responsible for the future 
costs would bind the next purchaser, being 
Jackie. The agreement would also be a document 
that the depreciation planner would rely upon, 
when they are calculating the future costs for the 
strata corporation, and strata lot owners, as 
identified separately.  Without any such 
agreement disclosed to Jackie, or bylaws that set 
out the obligations indicating such an agreement 
even existed, it is unclear how the strata 
corporation has any authority to make the owner 
responsible for the costs of the skylights.   Strata 
corporations who have created such agreements 
need to ensure they have them well documented 
and available for the depreciation planners, 
potential buyers as part of the Form B, and as 
part of the perpetual records.   
 


